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Why SSP LIFECYCLE ASSETS (FORMERLY ASSETLIFE)?

It started with paper for asset management. Then GIS came along, and 
suddenly you could digitally track and locate your assets. But what 
about cyclical assets — transformers, voltage regulators, and 

How do you track those?  With SSP Lifecycle Assets.
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Track Your Assets

What is SSP LIFECYCLE ASSETS?
SSP Lifecycle Assets  is a cyclical asset management system. It’s a secure, web-based app that tracks an
asset’s full history. So you can manage important life events (such as regulatory testing) and accounting 
updates (like capitalization of retirement) - all in one place, accross your organization. You can also 
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With SSP Lifecycle Assets, you can add a cyclical asset to

subsequent installations, until your asset is disposed of. 
 

How does SSP lifecycle assets 
Simplify Accounting?

How Does SSP lifecycle assets 
Simplify Regulatory Compliance?
Cyclical assets require testing, repair and proper maintenance. 
SSP Lifecycle Assets helps you proactively manage these milestones 
throughout the asset’s entire life at the utility.

Thanks to a pre-integration with its sister solution, SSP 
Maintenance  (formerly Nightly  Batch Suite),  SSP Lifecycle  Assets
automatically updates asset information from your GIS nightly. So,
you always pick up in the morning with the latest, most accurate 
data. In addition, you ac n set a frequency other than nightly, letting
SSP Mainte nance know when you would like to move new data, 
including brand new records and asset updates, from your GIS to 
SSP Lifecycle  Assets.  

Night ly GIS  Updates

Top 5 LIFEcycle ASSETS Features:

1 2 3 4 5

CONTACT:  
David Blodgett, Sales & Account Manager
720.425.5117   //   david.blodgett@sspinnovations.com


